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In aquatic environments, free heterotrophic bacteria play an extremely important role due to their high biomass, wide panel of metabolisms, and ubiquity, as
well as the toxicity of certain species. This unit presents a nucleic-acid doublestaining protocol (NADS) for flow cytometry that can distinguish fractions
of viable, damaged, or membrane-compromised cells within the free-bacterial
community. The NADS protocol is based on the simultaneous utilization of
two nucleic acid stains—membrane-permeant SYBR Green and membraneimpermeant propidium iodide (PI). The efficiency of the double staining on
fresh samples is magnified by the FRET from SYBR Green to PI when both
are bound to the nucleic acids. Full quenching of SYBR Green fluorescence by
PI identifies cells with a compromised membrane, partial quenching indicates
cells with a slightly damaged membrane, and lack of quenching characterizes
cells with an intact membrane. Samples do not require any pretreatment and
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Cellular viability is a key parameter in the study of aquatic microbial assemblages and
their relationships with the natural environment because it allows one to correlate total
activities measured by a global method with the only fraction of active cells responsible
for these activities (Gasol, Zweifel, Peters, Fuhrman, & Hagström, 1999). Membrane
integrity is one of the main criteria generally accepted to characterize a living cell and to
distinguish it from a dead or damaged one. Membranes isolate the cell from the exterior
medium, regulate ion or molecule exchanges between them, and are indispensable to the
establishment of the proton electrochemical potential difference driving ATP synthesis
at the bioenergetic-membrane level during oxidative phosphorylation (Mitchell, 1961;
Nicholls, 1982).

BASIC
PROTOCOL

In aquatic environments, free heterotrophic bacteria play an important role because of
their high biomass, wide panel of metabolisms, and ubiquity, as well as the toxicity
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of certain species (Porter, 1996). They are extremely small with relatively low amounts
of cell constituents (Swan et al., 2013).
Bacteria are responsible for most of the mineralization of organic matter in bodies of
water, and the determination of their abundance and biomass are basic parameters in
related investigations (Kirchman, Suzuki, Garside, & Ducklow, 1991; Pomeroy, 1984;
Robertson & Button, 2001). Although determination of the total abundance of bacteria is routinely performed (Hobbie, Daley, & Jasper, 1977; Kogure, Simidu, & Taga,
1979; Porter, Diaper, Edwards, & Pickup, 1995), quantification of the viable fraction is
not easily achieved. This unit presents a nucleic-acid double-staining protocol (NADS)
for flow cytometry that can distinguish fractions of viable, damaged, or membranecompromised cells within the marine or freshwater free-bacterial community, while
distinguishing them from debris. Flow cytometry is particularly suited for analysis of
aquatic bacteria because it is able to perform rapid multiparametric analysis on individual cells at cell numbers representative of natural environments (Trousselier, Courties, &
Vaquer, 1993).
Since heterotrophic bacteria do not contain natural photosynthetic pigments and are not
autofluorescent, staining must be performed to discriminate and enumerate these bacteria by flow cytometry (Marie, Partensky, Vaulot, & Brussaard, 2001). Some external
cell structures may also prevent the fluorochromes from reaching their cellular target
(Gasol et al., 2000). The NADS protocol is based on the simultaneous utilization of
two nucleic acid stains—SYBR Green and PI. SYBR Green (I or II) is a membranepermeant dye (Haugland, 1998), whereas PI is membrane impermeant (Jones & Senft,
1985; López-Amorós, Castel, Comas-Riu, & Vives-Rego, 1997; Sgorbati, Barbesti, Citterio, Bestetti, & De Vecchi, 1996; Williams et al., 1998). Both are readily excited
by the blue line from an argon laser or an arc lamp, the excitation sources generally
found in benchtop analytical flow cytometers. The efficiency of the double staining is
magnified by the FRET from SYBR Green to PI when both are bound to the nucleic
acids (Barbesti et al., 2000), where the green fluorescence of SYBR Green is quenched
by PI (for more details on FRET, refer to Szöllősi, Damjanovich, & Mátyus (2001)).
According to the FRET phenomenon, full quenching of SYBR Green fluorescence by
PI will identify cells with compromised membranes fully permeable to PI, which will
result in cells with red-only fluorescence. Partial quenching will indicate cells with a
slightly damaged membrane that allows a small amount of PI to penetrate, which will
result in cells with both red and green fluorescence. Lack of quenching will characterize cells with an intact membrane stained only by SYBR Green and are identified as
viable by their green-only fluorescence. Figure 1 displays an example of this cluster
resolution for an E. coli culture sample. This approach, originally described by Barbesti
et al. (2000) for cultured bacteria, has been adapted to bacteria from fresh and marine
waters (Grégori et al., 2001). For marine samples, SYBR Green II is preferred over
SYBR Green I because it shows higher fluorescence intensity (Lebaron, Parthuisot, &
Catala, 1998).
Samples do not require any pretreatment and this protocol can be performed either on
board a ship or in the laboratory. Samples must not be fixed to keep cells alive. The
different clusters of bacteria—i.e., intact membranes (viable), damaged membranes,
and compromised membranes—present in natural marine samples are discriminated
on the basis of the green and red fluorescence of the cells after staining. Analogous
fluorescence quenching could be achieved by using Hoechst dyes over SYBR Green
(Lebaron et al., 1998; Nebe-von Caron & Badley, 1995); however, those fluorochromes
require ultraviolet excitation, which, in general, necessitates the use of more costly flow
cytometers.
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Figure 1 Determination of the A, B, and D quadrants used to resolve viable, membranedamaged, and membrane-compromised bacteria (dead cells), respectively, on a green-versus
red-fluorescence histogram. On the left, positioning of the vertical limit between red-fluorescing
dead bacteria and the background noise of an ozone-treated sample. On the right, positioning
of the horizontal limit between green-fluorescing viable bacteria and background noise in an
untreated sample containing mainly viable bacteria.

Materials
Natural fresh- or seawater samples
SYBR Green I (fresh water) or II (seawater) working solution (see recipe)
Fresh water or seawater (filtered through a 0.2-μm filter)
Cells killed by paraformaldehyde fixation, heat, or ozone treatment
Freshly harvested cells: freshly harvested natural sample with >95% viability or
sample from a bacterial culture in exponential growth phase
1 mg/ml propidium iodide (PI, Molecular Probes), store 1 month at 4°C in the
dark
10% bleach: dilute standard bleach (5% sodium hypochlorite) 1:10 in water
70% ethanol
Sheath fluid: distilled water passed through a 0.2-μm filter
100-μm filters
12 × 75–mm tubes, sterile
Vortexer
Flow cytometer with 488-nm argon laser or arc lamp and filters: 525 ± 15-nm
(green) fluorescence and >650-nm (red) fluorescence
NOTE: All water, including fresh water or seawater used to dilute samples and used
to prepare solutions, should be passed through a 0.2-μm filter prior to use.
Stain cells
1. Filter natural fresh- or seawater samples through a 100-μm filter to avoid clogging
flow cytometer.
2a. For natural freshwater samples: Add 20 μl SYBR Green I working solution to
1.980 ml freshwater sample in a sterile 12 × 75–mm tube and vortex. In the same
manner, also stain three controls:
i. 1.980 ml water (dye background levels)
ii. Cells killed by paraformaldehyde fixation, heat, or ozone treatment (negative
control)
iii. Freshly harvested cells (positive control)
2b. For natural seawater samples: Add 20 μl SYBR Green II working solution to
1.980 ml seawater sample in a sterile 12 × 75–mm tube and vortex. In the same
manner, also stain three controls:
i. 1.980 ml seawater (dye background levels)
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ii. Cells killed by paraformaldehyde fixation, heat, or ozone treatment (negative
control)
iii. Freshly harvested cells (positive control).
The original 10,000× concentration of dye has been reduced to 1× for both types of
sample.

3. Add 20 μl of 1 mg/ml PI (10 μg/ml final) and vortex.
4. Incubate 30 min at room temperature in the dark.

Calibrate flow cytometer
5. Run the water-only sample on a flow cytometer to localize the background noise
due to the dyes and adjust the detection threshold to it.
6. Resolve viable, membrane-damaged, and membrane-compromised bacteria by
defining three quadrants from the background noise limits as follows:
a. Run the negative (dead) control with all parameters set on logarithmic scale.
b. Adjust the PMT voltages as necessary to ensure that red-fluorescent cells
(>620 nm) are to the right-hand side of the display, and that their green fluorescence (515 to 530 nm) is as weak as possible.
Position the vertical axis of the quadrant at the limit between noise and dead cells
(Fig. 1).
When the NADS protocol was defined, the typical settings on the Cytoron Absolute Count
instrument (Ortho Diagnostic Systems) were FS = 60 (/255), SS = 60 (/255), green
PMT = 80 (/255), orange PMT = 100 (/255), and red PMT = 80 (/255). While this
instrument was very sensitive, it is no longer produced or distributed.
Typical settings on a flow cytometer used in aquatic sciences, the FACSCalibur (BD
biosciences), are SS = 430, green PMT = 450, and red PMT = 540 (Gasol et al., 2016).
Another advantage of the NADS protocol is that it can readily be used on most flow
cytometers. Most flow cytometers collect:

i. Green fluorescence (GF) with a band-pass filter centered at 530 nm. This channel
is sometimes labeled as FITC(fluorescein isothiocyanate), or FL1.
ii. Orange fluorescence collected at 585 nm. This channel is sometimes labeled
PE(phycoerythrin), or FL2.
iii. Red fluorescence centered at 650 nm. This channel is sometimes refered as
PerCP (peridininchlorophyll protein complex), or FL3.
Instruments where detectors are by default labeled FL1, FL2, FL3, etc., follow, in most
cases, the sequence green, orange, and red fluorescence according to their wavelengths
(from shortest to longest). However, it is recommended to customize the names of the
detectors to better fit the experimental set-up with the names of the fluorescent molecules
responsible for the fluorescences. This allows data interpretation and comparison (with
other instruments) much easier.

7. Run the positive (live) control. If necessary, adjust the PMT voltages to ensure that
the green-fluorescent cells (525 nm) are to the upper-left side of the display and that
their red fluorescence signal is as weak as possible. Position the horizontal axis of
the quadrant at the limit between noise and viable cells (Fig. 1).

Analyze and resolve viable, membrane-damaged, and membrane-compromised
bacteria
8. Analyze bacterial samples on the flow cytometer using the settings determined by
the calibration steps.
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9. Record the percentages, numbers, or abundances of viable (green only; upperleft quadrant), membrane-damaged (green and red; upper-right quadrant), and
membrane-compromised (red only; bottom-right quadrant) bacteria (Fig. 1). If the
sample is too concentrated, dilute with fresh water or seawater as appropriate.
10. Clean cytometer by running successive volumes of 10% bleach, 70% ethanol, and
sheath fluid until <1 events/sec are detectable.

REAGENTS AND SOLUTIONS
SYBR Green I or II working solution
In a 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube, dilute 10 μl SYBR Green I or 100 μl SYBR
Green II (Molecular Probes) in 990 or 900 μl water, respectively. Store
1 month at 4°C in the dark.

COMMENTARY
Background Information
To better understand the function of the microbial ecosystem, it is necessary to investigate
the different activities of the microorganisms
at the cellular level. Usually, bulk activity measurements refer to total counts and imply the
involvement of all cells. This is not correct
for natural samples because total counts may
include ghost, dead, or damaged cells (Gasol
et al., 1999; Zweifel & Hagström, 1995). It
is therefore crucial to quantify the amounts of
both viable and dead cells. The nucleic-acid
double-staining (NADS) protocol developed
by Barbesti and co-workers (Barbesti et al.,
2000) for cultured bacteria in fresh water, and
was adapted to natural samples from fresh and
marine environments (Grégori et al., 2001),
was developed with this goal in mind. This
protocol specifically addresses membrane integrity, which is a widely accepted criterion
for viability (Joux & Lebaron, 2000; Nebe-von
Caron & Badley, 1995). The general cell physiological condition can be addressed thanks to
the membrane (Tyndall, Hand, Mann, Evans,
& Jernigan, 1985). The loss of membrane integrity results in the collapse of cellular energetics and active transports, quickly leading to
cell death (Nebe-von Caron & Badley, 1995).
The principle of the NADS protocol described
in this unit is based on the excitation energy
transfer from an excited donor (SYBR Green)
to an acceptor molecule (PI). This fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) occurs when the distance between nucleic acid–
bound molecules (PI and SYBR Green) is
<70 Å because the emission spectrum of
SYBR Green (maximum emission at 520 nm)
covers the absorption spectrum of PI (maximum absorption at 535 nm). Thus, on the
one hand, red-only fluorescing bacteria and
cells emitting both green and red fluorescence
represent the fractions of dead and damaged

membrane bacteria, respectively. On the other
hand, green-only fluorescing bacteria represent the fraction of viable cells with preserved
membrane integrity (Fig. 2).
Since the initial publication of this unit,
several studies (>120) have used the NADS
method in several cases where bacterioplankton is faced with either typical laboratory
death-causing factors or natural mortality.
It has been proven that its performance can
be applied not only in surface samples, but
also along vertical profiles, down to the
mesopelagic zone (Falcioni, Papa, & Gasol,
2008).
Based on the literature already published,
the NADS protocol can be considered a robust
tracer of natural heterotrophic prokaryote mortality (by evidence of damaged membranes)
and can provide information on its temporal
and spatial variations.

Critical Parameters
Flow cytometer calibration
It is always innocuous to keep the data rate
<1000 particles/sec (Gasol & Del Giorgio,
2000). Analyze the sample, adjusting the flow
rate and/or the cell concentration (by dilution)
to avoid coincidence and saturation of the flow
cytometer. Typically, the authors run samples
for 60 sec at a flow rate of 10 μl/min and maintain a data rate <1000/sec by diluting samples
if necessary. If this frequency is not exceeded,
it is recommended to dilute sample to 2×, 5×,
or 10× with filtered sample water to avoid
any damage to cells. It is not necessary to add
additional dye solution. Once the stains have
linked to the nucleic acids of the cells prior
to sample dilution, the molecules remain in
the cell. Only unbound molecules (i.e., still in
suspension) will dilute with the filtered water
added to the sample.
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Figure 2 Application of the NADS protocol to a sample containing two different E. coli cultures.
Flow cytometric analysis yields this typical cytogram characterizing cells by their fluorescence.
Quadrant A includes green-fluorescent cells stained by SYBR Green only and identified as viable because membrane integrity prevents uptake of PI. Quadrant B contains green-plus redfluorescent cells stained by both SYBR Green and PI and identified as membrane-damaged cells
because they enable various amounts of PI to penetrate the cell and bind to nucleic acid, inducing
a corresponding increase of red fluorescence and decrease of green fluorescence, depending
on the extent of FRET from SYBR Green to PI. Quadrant D includes red-fluorescent cells, which
are identified as dead because the total quenching of SYBR Green fluorescence by PI reveals the
presence of highly compromised membranes. Background noise is confined to quadrant C. Note
that with the NADS protocol it is possible to distinguish the two E. coli cultures by their relative
nucleic-acid content.

Sample double staining
The NADS protocol is based on a FRET
mechanism between PI and SYBR Green I or
II; therefore, it is important to simultaneouldy
double stain each sample. Falcioni et al. (2008)
reported that incubation with a single dye
first would end up with results difficult to
interpret.
Threshold limit
Set the discriminator to green and red
fluorescence if possible (e.g., Cytoron Absolute Count flow cytometer) or on the FS
or SS signals. Adjust the threshold to the
background noise to improve the signal-tonoise ratio to better resolve the different
clusters of bacteria and avoid instrument
saturation.
Preserving sample
Determination of bacterial viability with
the NADS protocol is performed only on fresh
natural samples. The samples must not be
fixed, but must be analyzed as soon as possible
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after collection. Because the analyses generally must be done in the laboratory, the authors
suggest keeping samples in the dark and cold
(4ºC) during transport to preserve freshness.

Troubleshooting
Optimal dye concentrations
In natural samples containing insufficient
concentrations of bacteria (i.e., <0.5 × 106
cells/ml), the background fluorescence of
SYBR Green dyes and PI can be high enough
to affect signal quality. To resolve this problem, it is necessary to adapt the concentrations
of the fluorescent probes to that of bacteria by
decreasing the added amount of dye working
solution. For example, a final PI concentration
of 1 μg/ml and a final dilution of 1/100,000
(v/v) for the SYBR Green I commercial solution are optimal for freshwater samples with
<0.5 × 106 bacteria/ml. For more concentrated samples (up to 20 × 106 bacteria/ml),
10 μg PI/ml and a final dilution of 1/10,000
(v/v) of SYBR Green I or 1/1000 (v/v) of

SYBR Green II have found to be best for bacterial cultures.
Falcioni et al. (2008) suggested that the
ideal set of concentrations for PI and SYBR
Green may vary depending upon the amount
and severity of the mortality induced on the
bacteria. In this study, it was reported that concentrations in the range of 5 to 20 μg/ml of propidium iodide, equivalent to a 10× concentration of SYBR green I, would be optimal for
detecting simultaneously “live” (green-only
cells) and “dead” (red-only cells) bacteria.
This showed that working with a commercial kit (such as the BacLight kit), where dyes
are present in predefined concentrations, is less
efficient than combining two separate dyes,
with concentrations adapted by the user to fit
the sample conditions.
Instrument sterility
The 0.2-μm filtered distilled water used as
the sheath fluid ensures the sterility of the flow
cytometer and minimizes background particlescatter noise. Nevertheless, it is also important
to clean the flow cytometer when the analyses
are finished in order to remove residual bacteria or dye molecules from the fluidic system.
The authors accomplish this by running the
following solutions through the flow cytometer: (1) 10% bleach solution, (2) 70% ethanol
solution, and (3) 0.2-μm filtered distilled water. The flow cytometer is considered clean
when the detection rate is <1 event/sec.

Anticipated Results
The NADS protocol is an assay based on
analytical flow cytometry that allows one to
distinguish viable from membrane-damaged
and membrane-compromised bacteria and to
sort out noise and debris. Viable cells include
both active (e.g., measurable metabolic activity) and inactive states (e.g., lack of enzyme activity in nutrient-depleted environments; Nebe-von Caron & Badley, 1995). This
protocol should not be considered a strict
live/dead assay, but rather as a proxy whose
efficiency depends on the characteristics (cell
type, physiologic state, and so on) of the cells
occurring in natural samples where several
populations in different physiologic and cytostructural terms can be simultaneously encountered. This large heterogeneity of bacteria in aquatic samples, where most of the
species are still unknown, is the main limitation to the NADS assay as well as to other protocols using fluorochromes. Some unknown
species may not be consistent with observations made thus far regarding bacterial mem-

brane permeability with respect to the fluorescent probes in use. Addressing membrane
integrity, the NADS protocol provides resolution of bacteria into viable (active or inactive), membrane-damaged, and membranecompromised groups, but other complementary approaches are needed to independently
demonstrate the presence of specific activity
or metabolism, as well as the capacity of a cell
to undergo division (Lloyd and Hayes; 1995;
McFeters et al., 1995; Porter, Deere, Pickup,
& Edwards, 1996; Grégori et al., 2001).

Time Considerations
The NADS protocol can be achieved in
<1 hr and yields both quantitative (i.e.,
cell abundance) and qualitative (i.e., viable, membrane-damaged, and membranecompromised bacteria; nucleic acid content)
information. This protocol is compatible with
routine sampling and analyses and with the
high-frequency sampling required to perform
spatial or temporal monitoring of bacteria in
aquatic environments. High-frequency sampling is not feasible with other methods that
are much more time-consuming than flow cytometry, such as epifluorescence microscopy
and acridine-orange or DAPI staining on membrane filters (Hobbie et al., 1977; Zimmerman
& Meyer-Reil, 1974).
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This article describes the adaptation of the NADS
protocol described by Barbesti et al. (2000) to natural fresh and marine water samples.
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and handling information and suggestions for
their use.
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